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Introduction

“Education about Standardization (EaS)” project

Objective : Improve the employability of today’s students

Today’s Master and PhD students are decision makers of tomorrow

Teach future decision makers to anchor in their mind  that standardization is a key success factor in ICT

Objective of the EaS project

Build teaching material available as ‘modules’ to be used in a flexible manner and to be integrated into 

curricula at universities 

Teaching material is ready. Now is the time to answer questions about its usage

What is the target audience?

How is the material organized and what does it contain?

How to use it?

How to obtain the final version?
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Target audience : students and teachers

Students

Future professionals still at higher education such as Polytechnics and Universities

Master and PhD engineering students 

MBA/management/law students

Can be extended to any group of persons interested in the mechanisms, the benefits 

and the economics of standardisation, in particular concerning ICT

Teachers (teach the teachers)

Classroom context 

Lecturers willing to include the ICT standardization in an existing curriculum or offer a new full 

curriculum on ICT standardization 

With or without previous knowledge on standardization (Key concepts / advanced 

topics for critical understanding)
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Short presentation of the teaching materials
Topics covered

The topics covered by the teaching material are divided into 2 main parts

Key concepts for basic knowledge

Introduction (chapter 1)

Introduction to standards (chapter 2)

The standards ecosystem (chapter 3)

The production of standards (chapter 4)

More advanced topics for critical understanding

Standardization and innovation (chapter 5)

A strategic perspective on standardization (chapter 6)

A business perspective: IPR and standardization (chapter 7)

An economic perspective on standardization (chapter 8)
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Material available for each chapter
Textbook

Following examples taken from Chapter 2 (applies to all chapters)

Table of content allows to identify easily what is covered
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Material available for each chapter
Textbook

The text is preceded by two explanatory 

paragraphs:

Learning Objectives

Key messages in the chapter

The text is illustrated with graphics and 

drawings

When helpful, definitions and examples 

illustrate the concept explained 

When relevant, case studies give an additional 

point of view on the topic
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Material available for each chapter
Textbook
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Material available for each chapter
Textbook

The text is followed by

A summary of the main concepts introduced in the chapter

A quiz with different types of questions, QCM, exercises, etc., and their solutions

A glossary explaining the main terms of the chapter

A list of abbreviations to facilitate the reading and understanding of the acronyms

A list of references where further information can be found
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Material available for each chapter
Slides

A global table of content allows to identify the content of the lecture
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Material available for each chapter
Slides

The slides indicate clearly what topic is covered
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Material available for each chapter
Slides

Each chapter contains its own list of abbreviations and references
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Using the teaching material

Recommendations on design and usage were made during the interview study

Modules can be mixed and matched to make a selection based on time availability, topic 

of interest of the curriculum, students background, etc.

The slides have been designed to be easily portable to any other presentation style, e.g. 

university background and colours (will be accommodated in the ETSI copyright)

The slides are supported by the textbook (also to teach the teachers), which can also be 

used as a standalone material

The quizzes and case studies can be used to test the students knowledge at the end of 

the class 

The textbook has been designed to be accessible to people with and without disabilities
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Selecting the right content for each audience
Overview about necessary knowledge and skills (companies perspective)

Extract from 

Blind, K. & Drechsler, S. 

European market needs for 

education in standardization 

/standardization-related 

competence. Luxembourg: 

Publications Office. (2017)
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Selecting the right content for each audience
Possible selection based on students main discipline

Chapters Master and PhD 

engineering 

students

MBA / 

management 

students

Law students

Introduction (chapter 1) Yes Yes Yes

Introduction to standards (chapter 2) Yes Yes Yes

The standards ecosystem (chapter 3) Yes Yes Summary

The production of standards (chapter 4) Yes Summary Summary

Standardization and innovation (chapter 5) Yes Yes Summary

A strategic perspective on standardization (chapter 6) Summary Yes Yes

A business perspective: IPR and standardization 

(chapter 7)
Summary Yes Yes

An economic perspective on standardization (chapter 8) Summary Yes Yes
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Testing teaching materials in a real context  

Where?

Telecom Evolution, a subsidiary of Institut Mines Telecom in Paris for continuing education  

When ?

April 4, 2018. Duration of the lecture : 1 day, including a final quizz

Note: the set of slides available at that time were still at draft level

Students?

From a continuous training program for ICT professionals

Organised as one module of a curriculum for “Education on IoT”

They already had some previous knowledge from their professional experience

Lecture taught in French
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Testing teaching materials in a real context 
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Which slides were selected ?

The slide set presented contained 

The full set of slides for the key concepts

introduction to standards (chapter 2), the standards ecosystem (chapter 3), the production of standards 

(chapter 4)

Plus a subset of slides available for the advanced topics

standardization and innovation (chapter 5), a strategic perspective on standardization (chapter 6), a business 

perspective: IPR and standardization (chapter 7), an economic perspective on standardization (chapter 8)

The latest versions available in the project repository have been used

Overall, around 200 slides were presented

The lecture ended with a small quiz with 12 questions taken from the developed 

material

The students had the lecture slide set available in print and online
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Feedback and lessons learned 

Some work before the lecture to transfer the slides to another style

The final material distributed by ETSI will make this work easier

Students were very interested (lecture evaluations ranged from Good to Very Good)

Students asked many questions, sometimes requesting clarifications

These clarifications have been integrated in the textbook and in the slides

Some more examples have been added

Details / corrections were implemented where they have spotted inaccuracies 

Feedback

Comprehensive view of standards organizations, which are often referenced in the other modules of the 

curriculum

Good presentation of the main organisations, their activity domain, what they produce and their inter-

relationships (e.g., mirror process of 3GPP).

Many acronyms and definitions, but overall understood the principles

Would have been interested to hear the whole lecture on advanced topics
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Summary 

ETSI EaS project has developed teaching material including a textbook and a set of slides

The material targets students from Master and PhD engineering, MBA/management 

and Law programs and their professors

The content and design of the materials have been explained

Hints were given on how to use the material and benefit from the modular design

The experience when testing the teaching materials in a real context has been 

described

Now, it is your turn to use the material. It will be available at: 

http://www.etsi.org/standardization-education
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Offspring of this work 

Surveys have shown that privacy and security in the IoT domain lack awareness from 

the different stakeholders

Two Technical Reports have been started at ETSI TC SmartM2M to prepare teaching 

materials

TR 103 534-1: “SmartM2M; Teaching material; Part 1: IoT Security”

TR 103 534-2: “SmartM2M; Teaching material; Part 2: IoT Privacy”

The work has been allocated to STF547, taking care of

Security/Privacy and Interoperability of standardised IoT Platforms
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Contact details

Thank you for your attention. Questions?

Michelle Wetterwald

NETELLANY / FBConsulting

Sophia Antipolis, France

Email:    michelle.wetterwald@netellany.fr

michelle.wetterwald@gmail.com


